I. Interest groups are organizations of people seeking to influence government and public policy. II. Forming and maintaining an interest group requires impetus, resources, leadership, and a solution to the collective action problem. III. Interest groups represent some Americans better than others. IV. Debate continues over the value of interest groups in contemporary politics. Interest groups are organized around which of the following? sets of issues

Correct. Interest groups are organized around sets of issues. If the Democrats and the Republicans are the opposing teams (metaphorically speak) The answer is Option (A) "Sierra Club". The Sierra club is a natural association in the United States. It might have been established with respect to might 26, 1892, on San Francisco California. Also bargains only with Canada wild rye issues. The Sierra club establishment advertises atmosphere solutions, conservation, furthermore development fabricating through an capable mix for key magnanimity. Customarily connected with those progressive movement, those club might have been a standout among those to begin with extensive scale natural protection associations in the world, and presently captivates over lobbying government officials will push earthy person strategies. New questions in Social Studies. What other interest groups will be advocating ...

Nursing Interest Group Be Advocating For A Single Payer System? What Other Interest Groups Will Be Advocating For A Single Payer System And Which Groups Will Be Opposed. This problem has been solved! See the answer. Why would nursing interest group be advocating for a single payer system? What other interest groups will be advocating for a single payer system and which groups will be opposed. Expert Answer.